Emerald Points will cover a wide range of fields across the social sciences.
These include:
Business
Criminology
Economics
Education
Environment
Finance & Accounting

It is a pleasure working
with Emerald. The team
was incredibly supportive,
dynamic and truly
interested in the substance
of the works published.

EMERALD POINTS

Geography & Urban Studies
Health & Social Care
Management
Media & Communication
Politics & Public Policy

Amy C. Edmondson,
Harvard Business School,
USA; author of
Extreme Teaming

Making your research accessible,
helping you achieve maximum impact

Sociology

What next?
We are actively commissioning Emerald Points book proposals
across the social sciences. If you have a proposal or an idea for a
new title then do get in touch with:
Pete Baker
Philippa Grand
Editorial Director,
Editorial Director,
Business, Management,
Social Sciences
Finance and Economics
pgrand@emeraldinsight.com
pbaker@emeraldinsight.com

Be part of something different
publish your book with Emerald
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Features of Emerald Points
• Fast track publication
12 weeks from submission of your manuscript and peer
review, through to publication of your book.
• Relevance
Allows you to publish your research quickly, so it remains
relevant and has an immediate impact.
• Accessibility
All Points titles are available in print and e-book format.
Open Access options are also available.
• Impact
Format, fast publication, and accessibility, all enable your
work to have a wider impact.
• Peer review
All books in the Points programme are rigorously
peer reviewed.
• Global marketing platform
Your title will be marketed, sold and distributed by a truly
global and independent publisher.
The combination of peer reviewed content and timely
publication mean that each Emerald Point is authoritative and
relevant, delivering compelling insights for a global audience.

www.emeraldpublishing.com

This new short-form book programme publishes new
research, and helps set the agenda for future research.
Each title provides a thorough critical assessment of
an issue.
Emerald Points allow for
a fast response to current
affairs and contemporary
issues, and can also include
think-pieces or polemics,
policy-focused research
or findings with relevance
for practitioners, in-depth
case studies, theoretical or
analytical work. We welcome
single-authored projects
or proposals for edited
collections, and actively
welcome submissions from
Early Career Researchers.
The format allows you
to publish your research
free from artificial length
restrictions.

Your Emerald Point will be
between 20,000-50,000
words in length. Emerald
will ensure expert editorial
guidance and high quality
production standards, and
your work will benefit from
our pro-active marketing
support and promotion.
Forthcoming titles

